The responses to diffusely-reflecting bodies occupy a sub-volume of cone response space -the Body Colour Solid (BCS) [1, 2] . In contrast to the continuous gradation of colour within the BCS stand the eleven Basic Colours (black, grey, white, red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple, pink & brown) which, it is claimed, are concepts universal to developed societies. To bridge the gap between the continuity of the BCS and the discreteness of the Basic Colours, we hypothesize that the Basic Colour foci are located at landmarks of the BCS.
Introduction
Evidence is accumulating for the universality and innateness of the basic colours. The question -'why those colours rather than some others?' is now being considered. The possibility considered in this poster is that they arise (at least in part) from the cone response functions.
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Goethean (yellow is the polar of purple) type arrangement of the basic colours.
Hering (yellow is the polar of blue) type arrangement of the basic colours.
(NB this diagram should have a tilted 'hue plane' also, as in the inset). 400 500 600 700
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The BCS has an exact centro-inversion symmetry corresponding to (S,M,L)↔white SML -(S,M,L).
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What is the 'opposite' of blue?
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Data collected on intrinsic psychological structure of the basic colours
Similarity: 82 subjects of each gender answered a total of 32,497 similarity questions.
Lightness: subjects of each gender answered a total of 2,612 lightness questions.
Topology: used a standard naming system for the Munsell system.
What shape is the Body Colour Solid and why?
The Body Colour Solid (BCS) is the gamut (in cone space) of the colour signals from surfaces with different spectral reflectance functions. As proved by Schrödinger, its surface corresponds to binary (i.e. {0,1}-valued) reflectance functions that have at most two transition wavelengths.
Q: How can the overall shape of the BCS be understood?
Consider the 2-D BCS for two idealized cone functions. The boundary is due to binary reflectance functions with at most one transition wavelength.
As the overlap between them changes so does the shape of the BCS (right).
The human BCS is a product of a medium overlap system Mapping the psychological structure of the basic colours. The inversion and reflection can be composed to make another approximate symmetry, a rotation. The axis of rotation is shown to the near right (red-orange/blue-green rod), as well as the plane of reflection (purple/yellow line).
The quality of the approximate reflection and rotation symmetries can be assessed from the figure above, right which shows the full colour locus (black) and its image after transformation (red). What prevents the symmetries being even better is the pattern of sharp and smooth creases on the BCS. As explained in box 1, the difference between these is due to the one-sided overlap between the LM system and the S cone. 400 500 600 700
Goethe, 1793 Alberti, 1686
Some historical colour order systems place orange opposite blue, while others place yellow opposite blue.
In modern colour science we distinguish different types of 'opposite': opponent, complementary, maximally contrasting.
These issues have been investigated using unique hues i.e. monochromatic light that appears of unitary hue. The literature shows unique yellow and unique blue to be (at least near) complentaries; but unique green and unique red are not.
John Mollon (ECVP '06 Perception lecture) has suggested that unique yellow and unique blue could be determined by the variation in daylight as sunlight or skylight dominates.
The graph to the right shows the spectra of 'mean' daylight (D65) in black and the first principal variation (s1) in daylight spectra in green, as determined by Judd et al.
Following Mollon's suggestion we have plotted the plane of cone responses (in green below) corresponding to a weighted sum of D65 and s1, and have intersected it with the BCS for D65. As can be seen, the plane passes exactly through the black and white conical apices, and close to the two other sharp corners of the BCS.
The data was examined for approximate symmetries. Some of the best are shown. The two shaded rows are particularly easy to grasp.
Diagrams of the psychological structure of the basic colours that exhibit the two symmetries noted above have been constructed. Putting all the above together, and following the hypothesis that the basic colour foci should be positioned at simple landmarks of the BCS, we have come up with two candidate arrangements. They have different pluses and minuses.
The right, near configuration has the Goethean positioning of purple symmetrically opposite yellow, which is in conflict with the evidence that unique yellow is opposite unique blue. But on the other hand the approximate rotational symmetry of the BCS (panel 2) transforms the basic colours according to the best symmetry of the psychological data (panel 5).
The right, middle has the Hering arrangement of blue symmetrically opposite yellow, and both of them are close to the position that might be inferred from Mollon's daylight suggestion (panel 4). But on the other hand the approximate rotational symmetry of the BCS (panel 2) transforms the basic colours according to the 22 nd best symmetry of the psychological data (panel 5).
The right, far panel shows the difference in predicted position of the colour foci between the two configurations.
